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Seazing The Day! Unlock Your Inner Powers Using        
Ancient Kootulu Wisdom  is scheduled to be published        
some time next fall. It’s a fairly breezy self-help book,          
about one hundred and fifty pages long, and was written          
by one ‘Lavinia Gilman’ (the helpful author photo on the          
back shows a fairly attractive redhead with no signs of          
Deep One taint). It is almost offensively banal in its          
message; the book features the usual combination of        
obvious practical suggestions and pseudo-psychological     
pablum. In this case,  Seazing The Day!  Takes a distinctly          
nautical theme, promising ‘deep insights from inside your        
personal depths’ and talking about visualizing ‘briny       
companions on your descent into wisdom’ and so forth.         
And it’s probably going to hit the bestseller list, God help           
us all. 
 
Important note: this book is for worlds where there is no           
actual Cthulhu Mythos, there  is  magic (but you will find          
none of that in this book), and there is also some sort of             
supernatural regulatory structure. Said structure is not       
amused right now, because  somebody’s making sure that        
this book gets published. Strings are being pulled where         



they don’t have to be; influence is being spent, and in such            
a way as to attract attention. Which is ridiculous, because          
there’s no reason for it.  Seazing The Day! Has all the           
supernatural or esoteric oomph of a non-magical rock.        
Nobody cares if it gets published; and even if they did, it’s            
a free country, right? ...Yes, even the Secret Masters can          
care about that sort of thing. Or at least understand the           
long-term value of ‘quiet enjoyment’ and ‘don’t pick at it if           
you want it to heal.’ 
 
So. Clearly  something  is going on. Perhaps it’s a scam.          
Perhaps it’s a scheme. Perhaps it’s a diversion. Or,         
indeed, perhaps it’s a trap. Which is why investigating the          
situation has been delegated to people who specialize in         
kicking open traps from the inside. Isn’t it wonderful to          
have a good reputation? 
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